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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

During a traffic stop, a deputy sheriff found five kilograms of

cocaine hidden behind the dashboard of the car in which Roque Garcia-

Castaneda was then a passenger. The underlying facts are set forth in

the first argument below concerning Garcia-Castaneda's sufficiency of

the evidence claim.

The prosecution charged Garcia-Castaneda with one count of

possession with intent to distribute a schedule II controlled substance

(cocaine) (v. 1, pp. 8-9).

A Mesa County jury convicted him of one count of simple

possession of a schedule II controlled substance (cocaine) and

determined that he introduced, distributed, or imported that substance

into Colorado, and that the cocaine weighed more than 1000 grams (v.

1, pp. 79-80). The trial court sentenced Garcia-Castaneda to fourteen

years in prison (v. 1, pp. 118).

On appeal, Garcia-Castaneda complains that: (1) the prosecution

failed to present sufficient evidence to support his conviction; (2) the

trial court should have suppressed the cocaine; (3) a police officer gave
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improper opinion evidence; and the prosecution committed multiple

instances of misconduct in

complaints fail.

closing arguments. Garcia-Castaneda's

ARGUMENTS

I. The evidence was sufficient to support Garcia
Castaneda's conviction.

Garcia-Castaneda complains that the evidence was insufficient to

support his conviction because the only evidence linking him to cocaine

hidden behind the dashboard was his mere proximity to it. His

complaint fails.

A. Standard of review.

The People agree with Garcia-Castaneda that, when reviewing a

verdict to determine whether it is supported by sufficient evidence, a

court must determine if any rational trial of fact could find the

evidence, taken as a whole and in the light most favorable to the

prosecution, could support a finding of the defendant's guilt beyond a

reasonable doubt. People v. Sprouse, 983 P.2d 771, 777 (Colo. 1999). De
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novo is the standard review for evidence questions.

Dempsey v. People, 117 P.3d 800, 807 (Colo. 2005).

In making such a determination, reviewing courts apply several

principles:

The fact finder's verdict is given the benefit of
every reasonable inference that might be drawn
fairly from the evidence;

Witness credibility determinations lie solely
within the province of the fact finder;

Reviewing courts may not assume the role of a
thirteenth juror and determine what specific
weight should be given to the various pieces of
evidence, or try to resolve conflicts in the
evidence;

A modicum of evidence will not rationally support
a conviction beyond a reasonable doubt; and

Verdicts in criminal cases may not be based on
guessing, speculation, or conjecture.

Id. at 778.

The same appellate standard of review is used on both

circumstantial and direct evidence cases. See People v. Bennett, 515

P.2d 466, 469 (Colo. 1973).
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Garcia-Castaneda made, and the trial court denied, a motion for

judgment of acquittal (v. 8, pp. 11, 67-70). Sufficiency of the evidence

claims do not need to be raised in the trial court in order to be reviewed

on appeal. See People v. Saleh, 25 P.3d 1248, 1251 (Colo. App. 2000).

B.Facts.

At approximately 3:30 a.m. on February 23, 2007, a Mesa County

sheriffs deputy was patrolling 1-70 east of Grand Junction in his

marked police car accompanied by his drug sniffer dog (v. 7, pp. 165-75).

While parked in the center median, the deputy noticed a car

rapidly slow when its driver was in a position to have seen the deputy's

patrol car (v. 7, pp. 175-76). The deputy pulled his car on the highway

behind the car that had slowed and he noticed that it had its brake

lights on, and he watched it swerve onto the shoulder of the road (v. 7,

p. 176). The deputy followed the car for a short while and watched it

swerve onto the shoulder two more times (v. 7, p. 176).

The deputy turned on his patrol car's overhead lights and stopped

the car (v. 7, pp. 176-77). There were two people in it. The driver was

Alejandro Ochoa. Its passenger was Garcia-Castaneda, who appeared
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to be sleeping (v. pp. 177-78). Garcia-Castaneda later told the deputy

that he had been sharing the car's driving duties (v. 7, p. 219).

The deputy noticed that the car was a high mileage vehicle with a

loose dashboard that appeared to have been removed and replaced

several times. The deputy also saw Garcia-Castaneda was covered by a

comforter and the car's heater was not working (v. 7, pp. 179, 194-95).

The deputy testified that sometimes hiding drugs behind car

dashboards causes car air conditioning and heating systems not to work

properly, and that other times those systems are intentionally not used

in order to prevent the smell of hidden contraband from being spread

throughout the vehicle (v. 7, p. 179).

Ochoa and Garcia-Castaneda told the deputy that they were

returning to Glenwood Springs from Las Vegas where they had spent

two days, and that the car was owned by a third party (v. 7, pp. 180-81,

218-19). Automobiles used to transport illegal drugs are often owned by

third parties (v. 7, p. 181).

Ochoa and Garcia-Castaneda gave the deputy permission to

search the car (v. 7, p. 182). The two stood in front of it while the
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deputy did so (v. 7, p. 181). The deputy noticed that the dashboard was

misaligned and out of place, and had missing and loose screws (v. 7, p.

183). The center dashboard console was loose too, and the plastic

around the car stereo had been glued in place (id.).

The deputy's dog alerted to the smell of drugs when it sniffed near

the console (v. 7, pp. 185). When Ochoa and Garcia-Castaneda saw

that, they crouched down in defeated postures (v. 7, pp. 185-6, 210).

The deputy searched behind the stereo and found a carpet-lined,

purpose-built secret compartment with a hidden locking mechanism

that contained five kilogram-sized bricks of 83% pure cocaine (v. 7, pp.

186-88, 191,237-38).

C. Legal standards and analysis.

In People v. Robinson, 226 P.3d 1145, 1154 (Colo. App. 2009), this

court wrote:

To sustain a conviction for possession of a
controlled substance, the prosecution must prove
both that "the defendant had knowledge that he
was in possession of a narcotic drug and that he
knowingly intended to possess the drug." People
v. Baca, 109 P.3d 1005, 1007 (Colo. App. 2004)
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(quoting People u..... TrY""»

1984)).
691 P.2d (Colo.

A conviction for possession of a narcotic drug may
be predicated upon circumstantial evidence.
Stark, 691 P.2d at 339. The drug need not be
found on the person of the defendant, as long as it
is found in a place under his or her dominion and
control. Id. However, where a person is not in
exclusive possession of the premises in which
drugs are found, such an inference may not be
drawn unless there are statements or other
circumstances "tending to buttress the inference
of possession." People u. Atencio, 140 P.3d 73, 75
(Colo. App. 2005); see also Stark, 691 P.2d at 339.

Caselaw provides that a defendant's mere presence in a vehicle

occupied by another person and in which drugs are found is insufficient

to sustain a conviction for possession. See Feltes u. People, 498 P.2d

1128, 1132 (Colo. 1972). Under this rule, while the defendant's mere

presence in a vehicle containing contraband is not sufficient to establish

his knowledge and dominion and control over the contraband when the

vehicle has another occupant, if other evidence links the defendant to

the contraband, the defendant's presence becomes evidence that the

jury may consider. United States u. McCane, 573 F.3d 1037, 1046 (10th

Cir.2009).
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However, this rule is based on '-'LUJ'-'.HA. that \.Laue;o from the time

when circumstantial evidence cases required the prosecution to

disprove all reasonable hypotheses of innocence. See Feltes, 498 P.2d at

1131 (justifying the "mere presence" rule on "Colorado decisions [which

hold] that, when the evidence in a case is wholly circumstantial, the

trial judge must be satisfied that it excludes every reasonable

hypothesis of innocence") (quoting Petty v. People, 447 P.2d 217,220

(Colo. 1968».

Thirty-seven years ago in Bennett, 515 P.2d at 469, the Colorado

Supreme Court rejected the "every reasonable hypothesis of innocence"

test for circumstantial evidence cases because it was "outmoded" and

"confusing." The U.S. Supreme Court followed suit six years later in

Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 326 (1979).

Stare decisis does not require this court to give "blind adherence"

to precedent if it can determine that the Colorado Supreme Court would

no longer apply a particular rule. See People v. Boivin, 632 P.2d 1038,

1043-44 (Colo. App. 1981); see also Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808,

9



827-28 (1991) Oi-«lY'O rin,n~'o~'lo not binding "when governing decisions are

unworkable or are badly reasoned").

There is nothing in any case issued after Bennett giving any

reasoned basis for treating presence evidence differently and more

harshly than any other form of circumstantial evidence. There can be

problematical aspects to all forms of evidence, whether direct or

circumstantial. See People v. Campbell, 814 P.2d 1, 7 (Colo. 1991)

(admitting expert testimony attacking the reliability of eyewitness

identifications).

The Supreme Court recognized in Holland v. United States, 348

U.S. 121, 140 (1954):

Circumstantial evidence ... is intrinsically no
different from testimonial evidence. Admittedly,
circumstantial evidence may in some cases point
to a wholly incorrect result. Yet this is equally
true of testimonial evidence. In both instances, a
jury is asked to weigh the chances that the
evidence correctly points to guilt against the
possibility of inaccuracy or ambiguous inference.
In both, the jury must use its experience with
people and events in weighing the probabilities.
If the jury is convinced beyond a reasonable
doubt, we can require no more.

10



The fact finder is the proper party to determine the weight to be

to evidence, whatever classification. See Manson v. Brathwaite,

U.S. 98, 116, 117 (1977) ("Evidence with SOllle elements of

untrustworthiness is customary grist for the jury milL"). Consequently,

this court should no longer apply the mere presence rule because both

supreme courts have rejected its analytical basis. See also People v.

Gonzales, 666 P.2d 123, 127 (Colo. 1983) (reversing trial court decision

which based defendant's acquittal on prosecution's failure to meet "the

reasonable hypothesis of innocence" test). The only rule that should be

applied in sufficiency of the evidence cases is the standard sufficiency of

the evidence test set forth in Dempsey, Sprouse, and other modern post-

Bennett cases.

Moreover, the evidence is sufficient to sustain Garcia-Castaneda's

conviction under the mere presence rule. When the trial court denied

Garcia-Castaneda's motion for judgment of acquittal, it gave two

reasons for doing so, based on its viewing of the evidence in the light

most favorable to the prosecution (v. 8, pp. 68-69). First, when the dog

alerted the deputy to the presence of the cocaine, Ochoa and Garcia
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Castaneda crouched down into defeated postures. Second, the trial

court reasonably inferred that whoever owned the cocaine, if it was not

Ochoa or Garcia-Castaneda themselves, would only have given that

amount of the drug into the custody of persons they could have trusted.

Furthermore, the deputy testified as an expert witness that the car

driven by Ochoa and Garcia-Castaneda had been specially modified for

the transportation of controlled substances, and it was inconceivable

that a drug distribution ring would have entrusted so much valuable

cocaine to non-members of the ring (see v. 7, pp. 215-20).

These considerations are not unreasonable, and they connect

Garcia-Castaneda to the cocaine apart from his mere presence in the

car. Consequently, the evidence is sufficient to support his conviction.

This court should therefore reject his complaint.
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II. The trial court correctly denied Garcia
Castaneda's suppression motion because he
lacked standing to complain of the search of the
car or its contents apart from property that was
his, and the deputy had valid reasons for
stopping the car.

Garcia-Castaneda complains that the trial court erred in denying

his motion to suppress the cocaine. He argues in particular that the

trial court's conclusion of law that he lacked standing to complain about

the deputy's discovery of the cocaine is contrary to Brendlin v.

California, 551 U.s. 249 (2007). Garcia-Castaneda's complaint fails.

A. Standard of review.

The People agree with Garcia-Castaneda's statement of the

standard of review. In reviewing suppression orders, appellate courts

are to defer to trial court findings of historical fact and not disturb them

if they are supported by competent evidence in the record. People v.

McDaniel, 160 P.3d 247, 250 (Colo. 2007).

Appellate courts review de novo whether the trial courts applied

the correct legal standard, considering the totality of the circumstances.

Id. Thus, appellate courts examine the "interrelationship between the

13



evidentiary .LU\JVO of record, the findings of the trial court, and the

applicable legal standards in review of the lower court's conclusion of

law." Id.

Garcia-Castaneda preserved his claim by making a pretrial

suppression motion, which the trial court denied after a hearing by

making written findings of facts and conclusions of law (v. 1, pp. 26-28,

42-51).

B. Legal standards and analysis.

The trial court found that as a passenger who claimed no

ownership interest over the car or its contents, Garcia-Castaneda

lacked standing to complain about the search of the car (v. 1, pp. 45-48).

Garcia-Castaneda's primary argument on appeal is that this conclusion

of law is erroneous in light of Brendlin, 551 U.S. at 249, which he

interprets as holding that the passenger of an automobile has standing

to contest the validity of the stop of the vehicle in which he is traveling.

Garcia-Castaneda's interpretation of Brendlin is erroneous.

Brendlin, though, only supports the proposition that the

passenger of a vehicle has standing to contest the stop of the vehicle

14



where the evidence ",v-L.uvu. is on his person or where he as~,er1~S a

possessory or ownership interest in the property seized or searched. See

United States v. Cortez-Galaviz, 495 F.3d 1203, 1206, n. 3 (10th Cir.

2007) ("the passenger's right to contest a subsequent search not of his or

her person but the vehicle remains another question") (citing Rakas v.

Illinois, 439 U.S. 128 (1978»; United States v. Ross, 280 Fed.Appx. 947,

947-48 (11th Cir. 2008) (describing Brendlin as standing for the

proposition that a passenger in a car who has no possessory interest in

the car does not have a legitimate expectation of privacy in the interior

of the vehicle); United States v. Barton, 2007 WL 2220483 (D.C. Vt.

2007) (unpublished) (noting that even after Brendlin, a passenger has

no standing to challenge a search of a car he is traveling in).

Brendlin leaves undisturbed-and cites as concerning a different

situation-the Supreme Court's holding in Rakas. See Brendlin, 551

U.S. at 253. Rakas holds that a vehicle passenger lacks a property or

possessory interest in the automobile or property seized lacks standing

to challenge a search of the vehicle. Rakas, 439 U.S. at 148; accord

People v. Naranjo, 686 P.2d 1343, 1345-46 (Colo. 1984) (person who

15



occupies a vehicle as a IJu.Cl""JU.S"VL and does not "D,,,rn~" a property or

possessory interest in the automobile or property seized has no

legitimate expectation of privacy in the contents of an automobile).

Thus, the trial court correctly determined that Garcia-Castaneda lacked

standing to complain about the stop of the car in which he was

traveling.

Moreover, as this court wrote in People v. Grenier, 200 P.3d 1062,

1069 (Colo. App. 2008), concerning automobile stops by law enforcement

officers:

The Fourth Amendment to the United States
Constitution and article II, section 7 of the
Colorado Constitution hold that the people shall
be secure in their persons from unreasonable
searches and seizures. A brief, investigatory stop
does not violate this "reasonableness" standard
where the stop is justified by a reasonable,
articulable suspicion that the individual has or is
engaged in criminal activity, and where the scope
and character of the detention are reasonably
related to its purpose.

Thus, "[a]n officer may stop and question the driver of a motor

vehicle if the officer has reasonable suspicion of criminal activity."

People v. Cervantes-Arredondo, 17 P.3d 141, 147 (Colo. 2001). An
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officer's observation of the driver of a vehicle committing a traffic

violation provides him a reasonable suspicion of criminal activity and

justifies the officer in stopping the vehicle and speaking with its

occupants. See, e.g., People v. Marquez, 195 P.3d 697, 700 (Colo. 2008);

People v. Cherry, 119 P.3d 1081, 1083-84 (Colo. 2005); People v. Ramos,

13 P.3d 295, 297 (Colo. 2000).

The federal cases upon which Garcia-Castaneda relies for the

proposition that appellate courts should weigh the seriousness of a

traffic offense in order to determine the validity of a traffic stop are old

pre-Whren "subjective intentions" cases that no longer constitute good

law. Compare United States v. Gregory, 70 F.3d 973, 977 n. 3 (10th Cir.

1996) (setting forth case law concerning pretextual stops); United States

v. Lyons, 7 F.3d 973,975-76 (10th Cir. 1993) (same); with Whren v.

United States, 517 U.S. 806, 813 (1996) ("[s]ubjective intentions play no

role in ordinary, probable-cause Fourth Amendment analysis"); id. at

812 ("we [have] never held, outside the context of inventory search or

administrative inspection ... that an officer's motive invalidates

17



objectively justifiable behavior ... we have reT>eaXe{u

contrary").

held to the

Here, the trial court found that the officer had observed the car in

which Garcia-Castaneda was riding cross over onto the shoulder three

separate times in a short period (v. 1, pp. 42, 47). Thus, pursuant to

well-established Colorado caselaw, the deputy did not make an illegal

stop. See People v. Dunlap, 975 P.2d 723, 748 (Colo. 1999) (Colorado

courts are only bound by decisions of the United States Supreme Court

on issues of constitutional law, and not by the decisions of lower federal

courts).

This court should therefore reject Garcia-Castaneda's suppression

complaints.

III. The trial court did not abuse its discretion in
allowing the sherifrs deputy-who had been
qualified as an expert witness in the highway
interdiction of controlled substances-to testify
in his area of expertise in response to defense
questioning.

Garcia-Castaneda complains that the trial court abused its

discretion in allowing the deputy to give improper lay witness opinion

18



testimony and drug courier profile testimony. Garcia-Castaneda's

complaint fails.

A. Standard of review.

The People agree with Garcia-Castaneda that abuse of discretion

is the standard of review for trial court decisions concerning the

admission of evidence. See People u. Fletcher, 179 P.3d 969, 974 (Colo.

2007). A trial court abuses its discretion if it bases its ruling on an

erroneous view of the law, or when its decision is manifestly arbitrary,

unreasonable, or unfair. People u. DeBella, 219 P.3d 390, 399 (Colo.

App.2009).

The People disagree with Garcia-Castaneda that he preserved the

complaints he makes here. As the appellate record shows, Garcia

Castaneda initiated the line of question with the deputy (v. 7, p. 215),

several pages later he made his first objection on "leading grounds" (v.

7, p. 219), he waited and then objected on "speculation" and "beyond the

expertise of an expert witness" grounds (v. 7, p. 220). Garcia-Castaneda

did not object on the grounds raised here (see v. 7, pp. 215-21).
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Consequently, that makes plain error the standard of review. See

People u. Renfro, 117 P.3d 47 (Colo. App. 2004). In order to

constitute error that was plain, an actual error must have been obvious

at the time it was made, and the error must have been so substantial

and to have so undermined the fundamental fairness of the trial itself

as to cast serious doubt on the reliability of the defendant's conviction.

People u. Weinreich, 119 P.3d 1073, 1078 (Colo. 2005).

B. Facts, legal standards, and analysis.

While cross-examining the deputy who stopped Ochoa and Garcia-

Castaneda and found the cocaine, defense counsel challenged him to

identify evidence linking Garcia-Castaneda to the cocaine. The deputy

identified the hidden compartment as "sophisticated" and the car as

having been modified for "the sole purpose of transporting drugs" (v. 7,

p. 213). Defense counsel asked the deputy if people who transported

drugs in hidden compartments were called "mules," and the deputy

replied that they were (v. 7, p. 214). Defense counsel then made the

statement to the deputy, "In fact, we don't even know, we have no

20



evidence that [Garcia-Castaneda] even knew about these drugs. Good

solid direct evidence" p.215).

The deputy responded, "if you are asking my opinion, I believe he

did" (id.). Defense counsel asked, "[W]hy are you stating that. I mean

give me some [details]" (id.). The deputy responded that based on his

experience, when a car is modified "for the sole purpose of trafficking

drugs ... , [t]he main supplier or main person hires two mules to take

money or whatever, go buy drugs" (v. 7, pp. 215-16). The deputy

continued explaining his answer to defense counsel question until

defense counsel cut him off (v. 7, pp 216-17).

On redirect examination, the prosecution had the deputy finish

his answer to defense counsel's question about why the deputy thought

Garcia-Castaneda knew about the drugs. The deputy explained that he

thought that the amount of the drugs hidden in the car was significant,

because an upper level drug dealer would want them "to be closely

guarded and entrusted [to] somebody [who won't] tell on the main

person" if they are arrested (v. 7, pp. 219-20). He further explained that

he believed that Ochoa's and Garcia-Castaneda's use of comforters and
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a plug-in SJ)c:ice heater indicated that they knew the car heater would

not be working because of hidden stash of drugs (v. 7, pp. 220-21).

Garcia-Castaneda first complains that the deputy's testimony was

not relevant. However, under the rules of evidence, all relevant

evidence is admissible. CRE 402.

"Relevant evidence" means evidence having any
tendency to make the existence of any fact that is
of consequence to the determination of the action
more probable or less probable than it would be
without the evidence.

CRE 401 (emphasis added). The deputy's opinion, which he based on

facts concerning this particular case and his extensive training and

experience, concerned the key issue in this case concerning whether

Garcia-Castaneda knew of the existence of the cocaine hidden behind in

the car's dashboard. See People u. Miller, 890 P.2d 84, 98-99 (Colo. 1995)

(the "concept of 'opening the door' represents an effort by courts to

prevent one party in a criminal trial from gaining and maintaining an

unfair advantage by the selective presentation of facts that, without
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being elaborated or placed in context, create an incorrect or misleading

impression").

Garcia-Castaneda also complains that the deputy's testimony

constituted improper lay opinion testimony. The trial court, though,

had qualified the deputy to testify as an expert concerning the highway

interdiction of controlled substances based on his extensive training and

experience in more than 300 drug interdiction cases (see v. 7, pp. 166-

73). Thus, the deputy was able to testify as an expert, which he did

here.

Garcia-Castaneda further asserts that the deputy violated Salcedo

v. People, 999 P.2d 833 (Colo. 2000), by giving "drug courier profile"

testimony. A "drug courier profile" is "an informally compiled abstract

of characteristics thought typical of persons carrying illicit drugs" that

narcotics agents use "to identify potential drug smugglers and to justify

surveillance operations and investigatory detentions." United States v.

Mendenhall, 446 U.S. 544, 557 n. 1 (1980); Salcedo, 999 P.3d at 836.

In Salcedo itself, an airplane passenger who was approached by

detectives at an airport consented to the search of his suitcase, which
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contained cocaine. Id. at o.:l'±-.:li} At trial, one of the detectives testified

as an expert witness that, in his opinion, the passenger knew the

suitcase contained cocaine because his behavior fit a personal and

subjective drug courier profile. Id. at 836. That behavior included

innocuous details such as the passenger's nervousness, the cross he

wore around his neck, his airline ticket from a source city for drugs that

he purchased on the day of travel with cash, and his disavowal of

ownership of the bag he had claimed from the baggage carousel. Id.

The expert testified that the existence of these factors showed that the

defendant acted knowingly in his possession of the drugs. See id. at

836-37.

The supreme court identified several factors that rendered that

testimony inadmissible: (1) the profile was subjective and personal to

the detective; (2) it was informal, unwritten, and ill-defined; and (3) the

factors applied to law-abiding as well as law-breaking individuals. See

id. at 838-40. No such similar evidence was presented in this case.

Rather, the deputy testified-in response to a defense challenged

to provide such testimony-about some of the mechanics drug
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traffickers use to transport illegal drugs by automobile, which this case

concerned. Courts, including the court, allow the admission of

expert testimony on the methodology employed by criminals in

committing crimes. See Masters v. People, 58 P.3d 979, 990 (Colo. 2002)

("federal courts have ordinarily allowed law enforcement officials to

testify as experts to establish the modus operandi of particular crimes,

in order to explain the actions of the defendants") (citations and

internal punctuation omitted).

In three cases, this court has held that evidence concerning the

modus operandi drug couriers use to transport controlled substances is

admissible. See People v. Montalvo-Lopez, 215 P.3d 1139, 1143 (Colo.

App. 2008); People v. Gay, 24 P.3d 624, 628-29 (Colo. App. 2000); People

v. Ramirez, 1 P.3d 223, 226-27 (Colo. App. 1999); see also United States

v. Brown, 7 F.3d 648, 652 (8th Cir. 1993) (courts "consistently have

allowed expert testimony concerning the 'tools of the trade' and the

methods of operation of those who distribute various types of illegal

narcotics") (citing many cases).
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That is because modus operandi evidence provides fact finders

with information they would not normally possess about the way such

crimes are committed, and thus allows fact finders to make reasonable

sense of the evidence presented to them. See United States v. Vasquez,

213 F.3d 425, 427 (8th Cir. 2000); Gay, 24 P.3d at 629; Ramirez, 1 P.3d

at 227; see also United States V. Cordoba, 104 F.3d 225, 229-30 (9th Cir.

1997) (distinguishing permissible modus operandi evidence concerning

drug trafficking from impermissible drug courier profile evidence);

United States V. Washington, 44 F.3d 1271, 1282-83 & n. 44 (5th Cir.

1995) (same); Montalvo-Lopez, 215 P.3d at 1143 (permissible modus

operandi evidence "is testimony regarding how drugs are transported,

not specific personal characteristics of drug couriers themselves")

Here, the deputy's testimony constituted proper modus operandi

evidence because it concerned facts about how drug traffickers use

vehicles driven by couriers to transport controlled substances. None of

the deputy's evidence concerned innocuous behavioral characteristics

that he fit into a personal and ill-defined drug courier profile. Thus,
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the deputy>s teEjtlInony did not constitute error that was plain and

obvious at the time it occurred.

lVloreover> the jury did not convict Garcia-Castaneda of the

possession with intent to distribute charge (v. 1> p. 79). Thus> any error

could not have undermined the fundamental fairness of the trial or cast

serious doubt on the reliability of Garcia-Castaneda>s conviction.

Weinreich> 119 P.3d at 1078. His complaints about the deputy>s

testimony thus faiL

IV. The prosecution did not commit misconduct in
its closing arguments.

Garcia-Castaneda complains that the prosecution committed

multiple acts of misconduct in its closing arguments. He is wrong.

A. Standard of review.

The People agree with Garcia-Castaneda that abuse of discretion

is the standard of review for claims concerning the scope of closing

arguments. SeePeople v. Esquivel-Alaniz> 985 P.2d 22> 23 (Colo. App.

1999).
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Garcia-Castaneda made contemporaneous objections to only two of

his claimed instances of misconduct. The People disagree that the

constitutional harmless error is applied to all the instances of actual

error to which he objected. See Crider v. People, 186 P.3d 39, 42-43

(Colo. 2008) (constitutional harmless error test only applies to

prosecutorial misconduct in closing argument that violates specific

constitutional rights; non-constitutional closing argument misconduct is

evaluated under the normal harmless error test).

B. Legal standards and analysis.

Prosecutors are given wide latitude in making their closing

arguments. People v. Walters, 148 P.3d 331, 334 (Colo. App. 2006).

Under the adversarial system, freedom regarding scope, language, and

presentation style of such arguments cannot be unduly restricted.

Domingo-Gomez v. People, 125 P.3d 1043, 1048, 1051 (Colo. 2005).

Thus, prosecutors may employ debate techniques such as rhetorical

devices, oratorical embellishments, and metaphorical nuance. Harris v.

People, 888 P.2d 259, 265-66 (Colo. 1995); People v. Allee, 77 P.3d 831,

837 (Colo. App. 2003).
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prosecutor may argue the facts in .L>.A~JLL~J'-' and any reasonable

inferences that can be made from them. People v. Rodriguez, 794 P.2d

965, 975 (Colo. 1990); People v. Moody, 676 P.2d 691, 697 (Colo. 1984).

A prosecutor has wide latitude to comment on the strength and

weakness of evidence, conflicting evidence, reasonable inferences that

may be drawn from the evidence, and the instructions of law given to

the jury. Domingo-Gomez, 125 P.3d at 1048; People v. Deherrera, 697

P.2d 734,743 (Colo. 1985).

Claims of improper argument must be evaluated in the context of

the closing arguments as a whole. See People v. Gutierrez, 622 P.2d

547,554 (Colo. 1981). Closing arguments are also to be examined in a

realistic manner, recognizing that, unlike appellate arguments which

can be labored over and polished, such arguments are usually made by

attorneys thinking and speaking on their feet:

[C]losing arguments of counsel ... are seldom
carefully constructed in toto before the event;
improvisation frequently results in syntax left
imperfect and meaning less than crystal clear ...
a court should not lightly infer that a prosecutor
intends an ambiguous remark to have its most
damaging meaning or that a jury, sitting through
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a lengthy exhortation, will draw the meaning from
plethora of damaging interpretations.

Donnelly v. DeChristoforo, 416 U.S. 637, 646-47 (1974); see also United

States v. Young, 470 U.S. 1 10 (1985) (a criminal trial does not "unfold

like a play with actors following a script").

Whether a prosecutor's statement constitutes misconduct is a

discretionary matter for the trial court, as the trial court is in the best

position to evaluate the statement's impact on the jury. Domingo-

Gomez, 125 P.3d at 1049; Harris, 888 P.2d at 265. Appellate review

consists of identifying whether a miscarriage of justice has occurred.

Domingo-Gomez, 125 P.3d at 1050.

"A criminal conviction is not to be lightly overturned on the basis

of a prosecutor's comments standing alone." Young, 470 UB. at 11; see

also Walters, 148 P.3d at 335 (prosecutorial misconduct rarely requires

reversal). Recognizing the great distinction between ordinary trial

error and error so egregious as to render the proceeding constitutionally

infirm, see Donnelly, 416 U.S. at 647-48, a new trial is warranted only if

the prosecutor's remarks were both improper and "so inflamed and
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impassioned the jury that it could not render a fair and impartial

verdict." People v. Elliston, 508 P.2d 379, 383 (Colo. 1973).

An "appellate court must evaluate the severity and frequency of

misconduct, any curative measures taken by the trial court to alleviate

the misconduct, and the likelihood that the misconduct constituted a

material factor leading to the defendant's conviction." People v. Hogan,

114 P.3d 42, 55 (Colo. App. 2004). "A reviewing court should examine

the alleged improprieties in the context of the arguments as a whole

and in light of the evidence presented." Id.

Garcia-Castaneda claims that the prosecution stated evidence

outside the record that Ochoa accused him of being the one who had put

the drugs in the car (v. 7, p. 39). It is clear, though, since Garcia-

Castaneda's theory of the case was that he was Ochoa's victim, that, at

most, the prosecution--or the court reporter-mixed up the

participants' names. See Donnelly, 416 U.S. at 646-47. The lack of a

contemporaneous objection may also indicate that defense counsel-as

well as all the participants at trial-realized the transposition of names

and understood the prosecution's meaning. See Rodriguez, 794 P.2d at
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972 ("The lack of a proper objection may demonstrate defense counsel's

belief that the live argument, despite its appearance in the record, was

no overly damaging."). In any event, the minor aspect of the

misstatement could not have risen to the high level needed to

demonstrate plain error.

Almost all of Garcia-Castaneda's remaining prosecutorial

misconduct assertions are that the prosecution's closing argument

denigrated his counsel. A prosecutor may not state or imply that

defense counsel has presented the defendant's case in bad faith or

otherwise make remarks for the purpose of denigrating defense counsel.

People v. Collins, _ P.3d _,2010 WL 547623 *9 (Colo. App. 2010).

However, a prosecutor does not denigrate opposing counsel by

responding to defense counsel's arguments or suggesting to the jury

that the defendant's theory of defense is so unlikely as to strain

credibility. Id. at *10; People v. Rojas, 181 P.3d 1216, 1224 (Colo. App.

2008).

Here, the prosecution did not denigrate defense counsel. When

Garcia-Castaneda complains that the prosecution did so by arguing that
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"[defense counsel] want you to do something that's not permitted by

law," Garcia-Castaneda omits the immediately following two sentences

that provide the appropriate context for the statement: "[Defense

counsel] is saying well, demand direct evidence. [Direct evidence] is not

required. It is not the law" (v. 8, p. 56). See Bennett, 515 P.2d at 469

(circumstantial evidence is as good as direct evidence). The

prosecution's statement that defense counsel "may want you to

disregard the law" concerned the same issue of whether a conviction

may be based on circumstantial evidence alone (v. 7, p. 57). Garcia

Castaneda's remaining complaints are of the same variety, concerning

prosecution responses based on the evidence to arguments Garcia

Castaneda made in his closing arguments (see v. 7, pp. 57-60). See

Wilson v. People, 743 P.2d 415,420 (Colo. 1987) (defense counsel's

"opening salvo" must be taken into account in order to determine

whether a prosecutor's argument was invited); People v. Vialpando, 804

P.2d 219,225 (Colo. App. 1990) (prosecutors are afforded considerable

latitude in replying to defense arguments).
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Finally, ja]rCl,a-~.;a~,taneaacomplains that the prosecution O't'CYllC,£i

that Garcia-Castaneda's story about having gone to' relatives in

Las Vegas was a sham because he had failed to support it by providing

evidence from relatives who lived in Las Vegas who would have testified

that Garcia-Castaneda had gone there to visit them (v. 8, pp. 60-61). A

prosecutor may comment on a defendant's failure to support his theory

of defense with evidence. See Esquivel-Alinez, 985 P .2d at 23.

Moreover, the court sustained the defendant's objection. See People v.

Bowring, 902 P.2d 911,921 (Colo. App. 1995).

Finally, in light of the jury's verdict which convicted Garcia

Castaneda of the possession with intent to distribute charge, and the

other evidence of his guilt, any error was either harmless or did not

constitute plain error.

CONCLUSION

For these reasons, this court should affirm the trial court's

judgment.
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